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We express the positive partial transpose (PPT) separability criterion for symmetric states of
multi-qubit systems in terms of matrix inequalities based on the recently introduced tensor repre-
sentation for spin states. We construct a matrix from the tensor representation of the state and
show that it is similar to the partial transpose of the density matrix written in the computational
basis. Furthermore, the positivity of this matrix is equivalent to the positivity of a correlation
matrix constructed from tensor products of Pauli operators. This allows for a more transparent
experimental interpretation of the PPT criteria for an arbitrary spin-j state. The unitary matrices
connecting our matrix to the partial transpose of the state generalize the so-called magic basis that
plays a central role in Wootters’ explicit formula for the concurrence of a 2-qubit system and the
Bell bases used for the teleportation of a one or two-qubit state.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Aa, 03.65.Ca, 03.67.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum information provides a window on various
remarkable features of quantum mechanics, such as en-
tanglement [1] or teleportation [2]. A central resource
in quantum information processing is quantum entangle-
ment. A quantum state is said to be separable if it can
be written as a convex sum of product states, i.e. states
that are tensor products of states of all the subsystems;
otherwise it is said to be entangled [3]. The state of a
bipartite quantum system is known to be separable iff it
remains positive under all positive quantum maps. Look-
ing at a subclass of positive quantum channels, one ob-
tains necessary conditions for separability, which there-
fore signal bipartite entanglement if the condition is vi-
olated. In this respect, a central role is played by the
“positive-partial-transposed criterion” (PPT), physically
obtained by time-reversal of one of the two subsystems
[4, 5]. For systems with Hilbert-space dimensions at most
2× 2 or 2× 3, PPT is also sufficient for separability. For
higher dimensional systems, entangled states exist that
have positive partial transpose [6, 7].
For multipartite systems, the situation is substantially
more complicated due to the possibility that only certain
bi-partitions be entangled [8]. For three qubits, six
different SLOCC-equivalence classes exist (i.e. families
of states that can be transformed into each other
with non-zero probability using only stochastic local
operations and classical communication), including two
of genuine multipartite entanglement [9, 10]. For four
qubits, there are already uncountably many SLOCC-
classes [11]. Polynomial invariants (under SLOCC) have
been used to classify and even quantify the entanglement
of multi-qudit states [12, 13].
For symmetric states, that is, states belonging to the
vector space spanned by pure states invariant under par-
ticle exchange, the situation is somewhat simpler, in the
sense that several entanglement criteria coincide [14].
Continuous sets of SLOCC-classes of pure states can be
grouped into SLOCC-invariant families based on the de-
generacy structure of the involved single particle states
[15]. Notably, PPT is equivalent to the positivity of a
correlation matrix of moments of local orthogonal ob-
servables [14]. PPT symmetric states of two or three
qubits are all separable [16], whereas for four, five, or
six qubits entangled symmetric PPT states exist [17, 18].
PPT mixed symmetric states for N qubits were stud-
ied in [19], where criteria for separability in terms of the
ranks of such states were found.
In a parallel line of research, the concept of classical
spin states and the notion of quantumness of a spin state
was introduced [20–23]. In analogy to quantum optics, a
pure spin state is considered (most) classical if the quan-
tum fluctuations of the spin vector are minimal, i.e. as
small as allowed by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
This selects uniquely the SU(2)-coherent states as pure
“classical spin states”. Their convex hull is the set of all
classical spin states, and the distance of a given state ρ
from this convex set is a measure of its “quantumness”. In
[21, 22] the quantumness based on the Hilbert-Schmidt
distance and the Bures distance was analyzed, and the
“most quantum” state for these measures identified. Clas-
sical states of a spin-j are in fact formally identical to
fully separable symmetric states of N = 2j spins- 12 (see
Section II C). Statements about the classicality of spin-
j states therefore immediately translate to statements
about the separability of symmetric states of multi-qubit
systems.
In [23], it was noted that PPT for spin-1 states is equiv-
alent to the positivity of a matrix built from tensor en-
tries of a recently introduced tensor representation of the
state [24]. The aim of the present work is to generalize
this result to arbitrary spin and bipartition. We show
that an appropriate arrangement of the components of
the tensor representing a spin-j state leads to a matrix
that is similar to the partial transposed multi-qubit state
written in the computational basis. Hence, positivity of
2this matrix is equivalent to PPT of the multi-qubit state.
We explicitly construct the unitary transformations that
connect the two matrix representations, and show that
they generalize the “magic basis” that for two qubits al-
lows one to obtain an explicit form of the concurrence
[25]. We also point out the connection to correlation
functions that were introduced earlier for studying en-
tanglement of symmetric spin states [14, 26, 27]. After
recalling the basic definitions in Section II, we first con-
sider the easier case of an equal bipartition in Section
III, then move on to the general case in Section IV. In
Section V we discuss various consequences of our results.
II. CLASSICAL SPIN STATES
A. Tensor representation
Let ρ be a spin-j state (mixed or pure), with j integer
or half-integer, and N = 2j. In [24] we introduced a
tensorial representation of ρ as
ρ =
1
2N
Xµ1µ2...µNSµ1µ2...µN , (1)
where
Xµ1µ2...µN = tr(ρ Sµ1µ2...µN ) (2)
is a real symmetric tensor (we use Einstein sum con-
vention, summing over repeated indices). The matrices
Sµ1µ2...µN can be obtained from the expansion of the
matrix corresponding to the (j, 0) representation of a
Lorentz boost along a 4-vector. Alternately, they can
be constructed from Pauli matrices σµ, 0 ≤ µ ≤ 3, with
σ0 the 2 × 2 identity matrix, as the projection of the
tensor product σµ1 ⊗ σµ2 ⊗ . . .⊗ σµN onto the subspace
spanned by pure states invariant under permutation [24].
The tensor representation is such that
3∑
a=1
Xaaµ3...µN = X00µ3...µN (3)
for arbitrary 0 ≤ µ3, . . . , µN ≤ 3. The matrix S0...0 is the
(N + 1)× (N + 1) identity matrix, so that in particular
the condition trρ = 1 is equivalent to X0...0 = 1.
B. Classical states
A spin-j coherent state |αj〉 associated with the Bloch
vector n = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) is defined as
|αj〉 =
j∑
m=−j
√(
2j
j +m
)(
cos
θ
2
)j+m (
sin
θ
2
e−iφ
)j−m
|j,m〉,
(4)
where {|j,m〉;−j ≤ m ≤ j} is the usual angular mo-
mentum basis. Such a state has tensor entries given by
Xµ1µ2...µN = nµ1nµ2 . . . nµN , with n = (1,n) [24]. For
spin- 12 we denote coherent states simply by |α〉. If |αj〉
is written in the N -spins- 12 computational basis, we have
the identities
|αj〉 = |α〉 ⊗ |α〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |α〉, (5)
the tensor product of N copies of the spin- 12 coherent
state, and
nµ = 〈α|σµ|α〉. (6)
In [20] we introduced classical spin states as the convex
hull of coherent states, that is, states ρ such that there
exists a positive function P (α) defined on the unit sphere
and verifying
ρ =
∫
dαP (α)|αj〉〈αj |. (7)
In tensor terms, classical states are states ρ whose tensor
representation is given by
Xµ1µ2...µN =
∫
S
dnP (n)nµ1nµ2 . . . nµN , (8)
where S is the unit sphere of R3 and dn is the flat mea-
sure on the sphere. Since the we are considering finite-
dimensional Hilbert spaces, Caratheodory’s theorem en-
sures that the integral in (8) can be replaced by a fi-
nite sum, so that there exist weights wi ≥ 0 and vectors
n(i) = (1,n(i)) such that
Xµ1µ2...µN =
∑
i
win
(i)
µ1n
(i)
µ2 . . . n
(i)
µN . (9)
C. Classicality and separability
A spin-j state can be seen as the projection of the state
of N spins- 12 onto the vector space S spanned by pure
symmetric states. We call a mixed state ρ symmetric if it
is equal to its projection onto S. If a convex combination
of pure states ρ =
∑
wi|vi〉〈vi|, with |vi〉 pure states and
wi ≥ 0, is symmetric, then necessarily all |vi〉 belong to S.
Indeed, let S⊥ be the vector space orthogonal to S. Then
for any vector |u〉 ∈ S⊥ the symmetry of ρ implies that
〈u|ρ|u〉 = 0, thus ∑wi|〈u|vi〉|2 = 0. Positivity of the wi
then implies that 〈u|vi〉 = 0, and thus |vi〉 ∈ (S⊥)⊥ = S.
Classical spin-j states can thus be seen as separable
fully symmetric states of 2j spins- 12 states, and vice versa,
via the following theorem:
Theorem 1. A symmetric state is (fully) separable iff
there exists a P-representation for which the P -function
is positive on the two-sphere. In other words, classical
states are identified with fully separable symmetric states.
This theorem was proved many times in many guises
(see e.g. [28] p.4 or [29]). For completeness we briefly
give a proof of this fact.
3Proof. If ρ is fully separable, then it is possible to write
ρ =
∑
i λiρ
(i)
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ρ(i)N , and then to decompose each
ρ
(i)
k in its eigenvector basis, so that
ρ =
∑
i
µi|v(i)1 〉〈v(i)1 | ⊗ . . .⊗ |v(i)N 〉〈v(i)N |
=
∑
i
µi|v(i)1 . . . v(i)N 〉〈v(i)1 . . . v(i)N |, (10)
with µi ≥ 0. Since ρ is symmetric one has |v(i)1 . . . v(i)N 〉 ∈
S. The symmetry imposes that |v(i)1 〉 = . . . = |v(i)N 〉. As
spin- 12 states are all coherent states and from Eq. (5) the
tensor product of identical spin- 12 coherent states yields
a spin-j coherent states, this completes the proof. The
converse is obvious, since inserting (5) into (7) shows that
any classical state is separable and symmetric.
Seeing a spin-j state as a multipartite state allows one
to define partial operations on subsystems, such as partial
tracing or partial transposition. An important property
of the tensor representation (1) is the following: the par-
tial trace of a state ρ with tensor Xµ1µ2...µN , taken over
N−k qubits, is a symmetric k-qubit state with tensor co-
efficients Xµ1...µk0...0 [24]. This will allow us to reexpress
various separability criteria in terms of the Xµ1µ2...µN .
D. Separability criteria
Using the correspondence outlined above, classicality
criteria can be obtained from known separability crite-
ria, such as the PPT criterion. Let us consider a bi-
partite quantum state ρ ∈ H1 ⊗ H2, with H1,H2 two
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces of dimension d1 and d2,
respectively. The partial transpose of ρ with respect to
subsystem 2 is defined by
(ρPT)i1i2,j1j2 = ρi1j2,j1i2 , 0 ≤ ik, jk ≤ dk − 1. (11)
Peres [4] showed that positivity of the partial transpose
matrix ρPT is a necessary condition for separability. It
was conjectured [4] and later proved [5] that PPT is a
necessary and sufficient condition in the case where dA =
2 and dB = 2 or 3.
In the case of classical spin-j states seen as fully sep-
arable symmetric states of N = 2j spins- 12 , PPT yields
a necessary criterion for any bipartition of the N qubits
into r andN−r qubits. As the state is symmetric this cri-
terion only depends on the number r of the qubits and not
on which qubits are chosen. We denote by PT(N − r : r)
the partial transpose matrix associated with such a bipar-
tition, where transposition only affects the Hilbert space
associated with the last r qubits. For instance for a 5-
qubit separable state ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ⊗ ρ3 ⊗ ρ4 ⊗ ρ5 we have
PT(3 : 2) = ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ⊗ ρ3 ⊗ ρT4 ⊗ ρT5 . As PT(r : N − r) is
the transpose of the matrix PT(N − r : r) we shall only
consider the case r ≤ j.
The Peres separability criterion [4] gives as a necessary
classicality criterion
PT(N − r : r) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ r ≤ N/2. (12)
For states of 2 or 3 qubits, the Peres-Horodecki criterion
[5] yields a necessary and sufficient separability condition
that reads
PT(N − 1 : 1) ≥ 0. (13)
Equivalently, with j = N/2, this gives a necessary and
sufficient classicality condition for spin-j states with j =
1 or j = 3/2.
III. PPT AND TENSOR REPRESENTATION
A. Matrix T for equal bipartition
In this section we reformulate the classicality criterion
(12) for integer j and equal bipartition (j : j) in terms
of tensor entries Xµ1µ2...µN . We start by introducing the
4j × 4j matrix
Tµ,ν = Xµ1...µjν1...νj , (14)
where matrix indices are vectors µ = (µ1 . . . µj) and
ν = (ν1 . . . νj), 0 ≤ µi, νi ≤ 3. (In this paper we use
commas to separate the two (multi-)indices of a square
matrix, while tensor indices have no commas.) According
to the definition ofXµ1...µN , the matrix elements of T can
all be obtained as expectation values of tensor products of
Pauli operators. The matrix T is real and symmetric. It
turns out, as we will show, that ρPT = PT(j : j) is similar
to a multiple of T , that is, there exists a unitary matrix
R and a (positive) constant λ such that R†ρPTR = λT .
In particular this implies that for the equal bipartition
(j : j), the positivity of the partial transpose ρPT is
equivalent to the positivity of the matrix T , so that the
corresponding necessary classicality criterion can be ex-
pressed as T ≥ 0. We first examine the cases of small j
and then move on to the general situation.
B. Spin-1 case
In the spin-1 case the matrix T in (14) coincides with
the 4×4matrixX , since the multi-indices µ and ν reduce
to single indices µ and ν, 0 ≤ µ, ν ≤ 3. Let ρPT be
the partial transpose of the spin-1 state ρ written in the
canonical basis of two qubits; it can be expressed as in
(11). We want to find a 4× 4 unitary matrix R with the
property that
(R†)µ,i1i2ρi1j2,j1i2Rj1j2,ν = λXµ,ν (15)
with 0 ≤ i1, i2, j1, j2 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ µ, ν ≤ 3. Suppose that
ρ is a coherent state. Then the left-hand side of Eq. (15)
reads
(R†)µ,i1i2 (|α〉〈α|)i1 ,j1 (|α〉〈α|)j2 ,i2Rj1j2,ν , (16)
4which can be rewritten as
〈α|i2 (R†)µ,i1i2 |α〉i1 〈α|j1Rj1j2,ν |α〉j2 , (17)
while from Eq. (6) the tensor coordinates of ρ can be
expressed as Xµ,ν = 〈α|σµ|α〉〈α|σν |α〉. One easily checks
that a possible choice of R that complies with Eq. (15) is
Ri1i2,µ =
1√
2
σµi1,i2 (18)
together with λ = 1/2. Since R and λ chosen are both
independent of |α〉, they will in fact fulfill Eq. (15) for any
coherent state. As any density matrix ρ can be expanded
as a linear combination of coherent states (as in (7), but
possibly with a negative P -function), R and λ will be
suited for any density matrix. Moreover, the matrix R is
unitary since
(R†R)µ,ν =
1
2
tr{σµσν} = δµ,ν , (19)
with δµ,ν the Kronecker symbol. Thus, (R
†ρPTR)µ,ν =
λXµ,ν , so that the PPT criterion PT(1 : 1) ≥ 0 is equiv-
alent to positivity of the 4× 4 matrix (Xµ,ν)0≤µ,ν≤3.
C. Spin-2 case
For spin 2, the matrix T is indexed by multi-indices
(µ1µ2) and (ν1ν2), while the matrix ρ expressed in the
computational basis of qubits is indexed by multi-indices
(i1i2i3i4) and (j1j2j3j4), with again ik, jk ∈ {0, 1} and
µk, νk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. We are looking for a unitary matrix
R and a constant λ such that R†ρPTR = λT , with ρPT
the partial transpose taken over the last two qubits. As
before, we can first consider the case where ρ is a co-
herent state. Explicitly, the analog of Eq. (16) for the
components of R†ρPTR reads
(R†)µ1µ2,i1i2i3i4 |α〉〈α|i1,j1 |α〉〈α|i2,j2
×|α〉〈α|j3,i3 |α〉〈α|j4,i4Rj1j2j3j4,ν1ν2 , (20)
while the analog of (17) reads
〈α|i3 〈α|i4 (R†)µ1µ2,i1i2i3i4 |α〉i1 |α〉i2
×〈α|j1〈α|j2Rj1j2j3j4,ν1ν2 |α〉j3 |α〉j4 . (21)
The matrix T can now be written as
〈α|σµ1 |α〉〈α|σµ2 |α〉〈α|σν1 |α〉〈α|σν2 |α〉. (22)
A choice of R and λ that fulfills the required relation
between (21) and (22) is
Ri1i2i3i4,µ1µ2 =
1
2
σµ1i1,i3σ
µ2
i2,i4
. (23)
The corresponding value of λ is then λ = 1/4. Note
that other choices are possible for R: a different solution
would be 12σ
µ1
i1,i4
σµ2i2,i3 . Since R and λ are independent
of |α〉, they are valid for any coherent state and thus for
any density matrix ρ. Unitarity of the matrix R comes
from the identity
(R†R)µ,ν =
1
4
tr{σµ1σν1}tr{σµ2σν2} = δµ1ν1δµ2ν2 , (24)
with µ = (µ1µ2), ν = (ν1ν2). Therefore, the necessary
PPT criterion (12) for spin-2 states can be expressed as
T ≥ 0, where T is the 16× 16 matrix defined by Tµ,ν =
Xµ1µ2ν1ν2 .
D. General case
The above construction easily generalises to higher in-
teger spin sizes. For spin j the 4j × 4j matrix R reads
Ri,µ =
1
2j/2
j∏
k=1
σµkik,ik+j , (25)
where i = (i1i2 . . . iN ) and µ = (µ1µ2 . . . µj), with
0 ≤ µk ≤ 3 and 0 ≤ ik ≤ 1. Note that each Pauli
matrix is indexed by one index associated with an non-
transposed qubit and one associated with a transposed
qubit. Any such pairing would yield a valid R. It is
easy to check that matrices R are unitary and such that
R†ρPTR = λT , with ρPT = PT(j : j) and λ = 1/2j.
Thus, the corresponding PPT criterion yields the classi-
cality criterion T ≥ 0.
IV. PPT FOR ANY BIPARTITION
A. T (r) matrices
The results of Section III can be further generalized to
uneven bipartitions of symmetric states. In this section
we show that matrices PT(N − r : r) are similar to a
multiple of matrices T (r) defined by
T
(r)
µ i,ν i′ = Xτ1...τN−2rµ1...µrν1...νr
N−2r∏
k=1
στkik,i′k
(26)
where µ = (µ1 . . . µr), ν = (ν1 . . . νr), i = (i1 . . . iN−2r)
and i′ = (i′1 . . . i
′
N−2r) are multi-indices with 0 ≤ µk ≤ 3
and 0 ≤ ik, i′k ≤ 1, and summation over the τk ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3} is implicit. In this definition, indices ν are
associated with the transposed subspace, while indices τ
and µ are associated with the non-transposed one. Ma-
trices T (r) are of size 4j × 4j. In the case of equal bipar-
tition r = j, Eq. (26) reduces to Eq. (14).
B. Spin 3/2
Let us start by considering the smallest-size case. Let
ρ be a spin-3/2 state and ρPT = PT(2 : 1), its trans-
pose with respect to the third qubit. The matrix T (1) in
5Eq. (26) is given by
T
(1)
µ i,ν i′ = Xτµνσ
τ
i,i′ . (27)
Building on the results of the previous section, it is easy
to construct a unitary matrix R such that R†ρPTR =
λT (r). As before we consider the case where ρ is a coher-
ent state. In such a case, R†ρPTR reduces to
(R†)µ i,a1a2a3 |α〉〈α|a1,b1
×|α〉〈α|a2,b2 |α〉〈α|b3,a3Rb1b2b3,ν i′ , (28)
with 0 ≤ ak, bk ≤ 1, or equivalently
〈α|a3(R†)µ i,a1a2a3 |α〉a1 |α〉a2
×〈α|b1〈α|b2Rb1b2b3,ν i′ |α〉b3 , (29)
while the matrix T (1) defined in (27) can be written for
this coherent state |α〉 as
〈α|σµ|α〉〈α|σν |α〉(2|α〉〈α|)i,i′ (30)
(we used the fact that 12nτσ
τ = |α〉〈α|). Identifying
Eqs. (29) and (30) up to a constant we see that a unitary
R can be defined for instance as
Ra1a2a3,µ i =
1√
2
δa1,iσ
µ
a2,a3 . (31)
In fact, the indices a2, a3 of the matrix σ
µ in (31) have
to pair any index associated with the non-transposed
subspace with an index associated with the transposed
subspace, while the delta function pairs the remaining
indices in (29), leading to the projector |α〉〈α| in (30).
Unitarity of R is easily verified, since
(R†R)µ i,ν i′ =
1
2
tr{σµσν}
∑
i2
δi,i2δi2,i′ = δµ,νδi,i′ . (32)
As in the equal bipartition case, linearity ensures that
R defined in (31) together with λ = 1/4 is such that
R†ρPTR = λT (r).
C. General R matrices
The above case contains the essence of the general
proof and generalises to arbitrary values of j and r. In
order to recover matrix T (r) from PT(N − r : r), we
have to construct a matrix R built out of products of
σµ matrices and Kronecker deltas, such that the Pauli
matrices pair r indices among those associated with the
non-transposed subspace together with all r indices as-
sociated with the transposed subspace. The remaining
N − 2r indices, corresponding to the remaining part of
the non-transposed subspace, go into Kronecker deltas.
More precisely, we choose these latter indices to be the
N − 2r first ones, and to pair indices k with k + r for
N − 2r + 1 ≤ k ≤ N − r. We thus define matrices R(r)
by
R
(r)
a,µ i =
1
2r/2
N−2r∏
k=1
δak,ik
r∏
k=1
σµkaN−2r+k,aN−r+k , (33)
with a = (a1 . . . aN ), µ = (µ1 . . . µr) and i =
(i1 . . . iN−2r), with µk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and ak, ik ∈ {0, 1}.
One can check, as above, that R(r) are unitary and such
that
(R(r))†ρPTR(r) =
1
2N−r
T (r) (34)
with ρPT = PT(N−r : r). Unitarity trivially comes from
the fact that indices of the Pauli matrices and the Kro-
necker deltas in (33) are all distinct, so that the identity
(19) can be applied to each pair of matrices. To show
(34), we first write ρPT in the computational basis with
the help of the tensor representation. As explained in
Section II, the expansion (1) can be obtained by project-
ing tensor products of Pauli matrices onto the symmetric
subspace. In the computational basis of N qubits, ρ can
thus be expressed as
ρ =
1
2N
Xµ1µ2...µNσ
µ1 ⊗ σµ2 ⊗ . . .⊗ σµN , (35)
so that ρPT reads
ρPT
a,b =
1
2N
Xτ1···τN
N−r∏
k=1
στkak,bk
N∏
k=N−r+1
στkbk,ak (36)
with a = (a1 . . . aN ) and b = (b1 . . . bN ), ak, bk ∈ {0, 1}.
The left-hand side of (34) has components
((R(r))†ρPTR(r))µ i,ν i′ = (R
(r)
a,µ i)
∗ρPTa,bR
(r)
b,ν i′ (37)
where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Using (33) and
(36), this can be expressed as
1
2r+N
Xτ1···τN
N−2r∏
k=1
δak,ik
N−r∏
k=N−2r+1
σµk−N+2rak+r ,ak
N−r∏
k=1
στkak,bk
×
N∏
k=N−r+1
στkbk,ak
N−2r∏
k=1
δbk,i′k
N−r∏
k=N−2r+1
σ
νk−N+2r
bk,bk+r
.
(38)
The above product contains terms
δak,ikσ
τk
ak,bk
δbk,i′k = σ
τk
ik,i′k
(39)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 2r, terms
σµk−N+2rak+r,ak σ
τk
ak,bk
σ
νk−N+2r
bk,bk+r
= (σµk−N+2rστkσνk−N+2r )ak+r,bk+r
(40)
for N − 2r + 1 ≤ k ≤ N − r, and terms
στkbk,ak (41)
6for N − r + 1 ≤ k ≤ N (recall that we are considering
a case where N − r ≥ r). Taking the product of all
terms (39)–(41) and summing over the remaining ak and
bk (those with N − r + 1 ≤ k ≤ N), (38) becomes
Xτ1···τN
2r+N
N−2r∏
k=1
στkik,i′k
r∏
k=1
tr{σµkστk+N−2rσνkστk+N−r}.
(42)
As can be checked explicitly, one has the identity
1
4
yτ,τ ′tr{σµστσνστ
′} = yµ,ν (43)
for any real symmetric matrix (yµ,ν)0≤µ,ν≤3 such that∑3
a=1 yaa = y00. Applying this identity to the summa-
tion over pairs of indices (τk+N−2r , τk+N−r) for 1 ≤ k ≤ r
in (42) (and using property (3) of the tensor), we recover
the term Xτ1...τN−2rµ1...µrν1...νr of (26). The product of
terms (39) yields the Pauli matrix terms in (26). The
overall remaining factor is λ = 1/2N−r. This proves
Eq. (34).
V. SOME CONSEQUENCES
A. PPT criteria
As mentioned in Section IID, the PPT separability
criterion provides necessary, and in some instances suf-
ficient, classicality criteria. The previous sections have
shown that the partial transpose takes a very simple
form for symmetric states expressed as in (1). Thus
each PPT criterion is equivalent to a linear matrix in-
equality T (r) ≥ 0. In the simplest case of spin-1 states,
T (r) is given by Eq. (14), so that the PPT criterion
PT(1 : 1) ≥ 0 is equivalent to X ≥ 0 for the 4× 4 matrix
(Xµ,ν)0≤µ,ν≤3. This was already observed in [23], where
the same relation between ρPT and X was obtained. Our
present results generalize this relation: For integer spin
and equal bipartition r = j, the PT(j : j) criterion is ex-
pressed in a very transparent way in our tensor language,
as the positivity of the matrix (Tµ,ν) indexed by j-tuples
of indices and defined in (14). More generally, each PPT
criterion yields a classicality criterion as the positivity of
a matrix T (r).
In the case of spin-3/2, using the results of Section
IV, a necessary and sufficient classicality criterion can be
expressed as T (1) ≥ 0, where T (1) is defined in (27). In
terms of the tensor entries, this criterion reads


X000 +X003 X001 − iX002 X001 +X013 X011 − iX012 X002 +X023 X012 − iX022 X003 +X033 X013 − iX023
X001 + iX002 X000 −X003 X011 + iX012 X001 −X013 X012 + iX022 X002 −X023 X013 + iX023 X003 −X033
X001 +X013 X011 − iX012 X011 +X113 X111 − iX112 X012 +X123 X112 − iX122 X013 +X133 X113 − iX123
X011 + iX012 X001 −X013 X111 + iX112 X011 −X113 X112 + iX122 X012 −X123 X113 + iX123 X013 −X133
X002 +X023 X012 − iX022 X012 +X123 X112 − iX122 X022 +X223 X122 − iX222 X023 +X233 X123 − iX223
X012 + iX022 X002 −X023 X112 + iX122 X012 −X123 X122 + iX222 X022 −X223 X123 + iX223 X023 −X233
X003 +X033 X013 − iX023 X013 +X133 X113 − iX123 X023 +X233 X123 − iX223 X033 +X333 X133 − iX233
X013 + iX023 X003 −X033 X113 + iX123 X013 −X133 X123 + iX223 X023 −X233 X133 + iX233 X033 −X333


≥ 0.
(44)
This matrix inequality can in turn be expressed as posi-
tivity of a 16 × 16 real symmetric matrix, whose entries
are of the form±Xµ1µ2µ3 , i. e. , ±〈σµ1⊗σµ2⊗σµ3 〉, which
provides a necessary and sufficient classicality condition
as positivity of a matrix of observables.
B. Correlation matrices
Let X be the tensor representation (2) of a spin-j state
ρ with j integer. We define correlation matrices associ-
ated with the tensorX as the 4r×4r matrices (1 ≤ r ≤ j)
C(r)
µr,νr
= Xµrνr0N−2r −Xµr0N−rXνr0N−r , (45)
where µr = (µ1 . . . µr), νr = (ν1 . . . νr), and 0k is the
zero vector of length k. Since the first line and column of
C(r) are indexed by 0r, and X0...0 = 1, it takes the form
C(r) =


0 0 · · · 0
0
... S(r)
0

 , (46)
where the matrix S(r) is of size (4r − 1) × (4r − 1). In
terms of the entries of the matrix T defined in (14), S(r)
can be expressed as
S(r)
µr,νr
= Tµr0j−r ,νr0j−r − Tµr0j−r ,0jTνr0j−r,0j . (47)
The matrix S(r) can thus be interpreted as the Schur
complement of the matrix (Tµr0j−r ,νr0j−r )µr ,νr with re-
spect to the upper left entry T0j,0j = 1. The matrix
(Tµr 0j−r ,νr 0j−r )µr,νr is the restriction of T to its 4
r first
7lines and columns. This 4r × 4r subblock coincides with
the matrix T associated with the spin-r state ρr obtained
from ρ by tracing out N−2r qubits. Since positivity of a
matrix is equivalent to positivity of its Schur complement
(if the part complemented is itself positive), one has that
the upper left 4r × 4r block of T is positive iff C(r) ≥ 0.
Together with the results of the previous sections, this
shows that the PPT criterion PT(j : j) ≥ 0 applied to ρ
is equivalent to positivity of the correlation matrix C(j),
and more generally the PPT criterion PT(r : r) ≥ 0 ap-
plied to the reduced density matrix ρr is equivalent to
positivity of the correlation matrix C(r).
If ρ is a classical state, then all its reduced density ma-
trices ρr are classical as well. The PPT criterion thus
leads to a sequence of necessary classicality conditions
C(r) ≥ 0. These conditions are those obtained by dif-
ferent means in [26], where the so-called ’intergroup co-
variance matrices’ coincide with our matrices C(r). This
also allows us to recover results from [14] that the partial
transpose criterion for partition into two equally sized
subsystems is equivalent to positivity of the correlation
matrix of local orthogonal observables.
From the above considerations, we see that all these
necessary conditions are encompassed in a compact way
in the single condition T ≥ 0. This latter condition is
not sufficient, nor is the condition that all partial trans-
poses be positive. For instance, there exist symmetric
4-qubit entangled states for which all partial transposes
are positive [17].
C. Teleportation and generalized magic bases
The matrix Ri,µ =
1√
2
σµi1,i2 with i = (i1, i2) defined in
(18) can be written out explicitly in the computational
basis as
R =
1√
2


1 0 0 1
0 1 −i 0
0 1 i 0
1 0 0 −1

 . (48)
The µth column of R contains the elements of the Pauli
matrix σµ (up to normalization). These are equal, up
to a phase factor, to the two-qubit Bell states. More
precisely, the Bell states are the columns of the matrix
R˜i1i2,µ =
1√
2
σ˜µi1,i2 , where σ˜
µ = σµ for µ 6= 2 and σ˜µ =iσµ
for µ = 2. They are also proportional to the magic basis
introduced in [30]: namely, the three last columns of R
have to be multiplied by −i in order to recover the magic
basis of [30]. We recall that, among other properties, the
magic basis is such that when a state |ψ〉 is written in
this basis, with some coefficients αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, then its
concurrence is given by C(|ψ〉) = |∑4i=1 α2i |.
Bell states are used in the quantum teleportation pro-
tocol of a single qubit [2]. If Alice and Bob share a Bell
state, it is possible for them to teleport a one-qubit state
by exchanging only two classical bits. In a similar spirit,
four-qubit generalized Bell states |gi〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ 16, were
introduced in [31]: if Alice and Bob share one of these
generalized Bell state, they are able to teleport a two-
qubit pure state by exchanging four classical bits (the
protocol of [31] is essentially the same as in the one-qubit
case). It turns out that the columns of our spin-2 matrix
R, defined explicitly in (23), are equal, up to a phase fac-
tor, to the 16 states |gi〉. More precisely, the |gi〉 of [31]
are exactly the columns of the matrix
R˜i1i2i3i4,µ1µ2 =
1
2
σ˜µ1i1,i3 σ˜
µ2
i2,i4
(49)
(again the σ˜ are such that σ˜µ =iσµ for µ = 2, and σµ
otherwise). The generalized Bell basis also provides a
generalization of the magic basis to higher qubits. The
2-qubit magic basis |ei〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ 16, in [31] is con-
structed by multiplying the |gi〉 by appropriate phases.
A state expressed in this basis as |ψ〉 = ∑16i=1 αi|ei〉 is
then such that the generalized concurrence [32] is given
by C(|ψ〉) = |∑16i=1 α2i |. We can recover the magic basis
|ei〉 just by multiplying by i the 8 columns of R˜ indexed
by pairs (µ1, µ2) such that |µ1 − µ2| = 1. Our formula
thus provides a very compact form both for the Bell states
appearing in the two-qubit teleportation protocol and for
the generalized magic basis of [31].
It is clear from Eq. (49), and from the general form
(25) of matrices R, that this approach can be straight-
forwardly generalized to an arbitrary number of qubits.
The N -qubit teleportation protocol proposed in [31]
was obtained from the action of products of the form
(σz)α(σx)β , with α, β ∈ {0, 1}, on a state ∑N−1j=0 |j〉|j〉.
Using the fact that σzσx = iσy, one can check that the
generalized Bell basis coincides, up to phases, with the
columns of our matrices. In particular, this means that
R can also be interpreted as the unitary matrix that Al-
ice has to apply on her side to make a Bell measurement
in the N -qubit teleportation protocol.
VI. CONCLUSION
The present results provide a unifying framework
for various concepts dealing with symmetric states.
It allows us to reformulate several known results in
a much simpler way. In the language of the tensor
representation, criteria such as the PPT separability
criterion can be expressed in a much more transparent
way by positivity of the matrix T . In particular,
this allows one to directly relate the partial transpose
to correlations of observables, which provides a new
physical interpretation of the partial transpose beyond
time-reversal. Note that the matrix R in (48) was used
in [33] to generate local unitary invariants in terms of
partial transpose and realignments. It may be possible
to extend our expressions to that setting as well.
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